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Best Womens Erotica 2009
This is the erotica anthology series that truly delivers. Best Women's Erotica 2011 is packed with risky, romantic thrills and erotic adventure - both inside the bedroom and out. The exact stories contained within the anthology are yet to be announced - Violet Blue is
sifting through the year's best stories to find the best of the best - but the results of her search are bound to be explosive. A glorious celebration of the finest and friskiest female erotic fiction today.
Violet Blue is known for erotica anthologies depicting joyful, unabashed sex dished up without qualifiers or apologies. The stories in this volume, written by both veterans and new voices, feature women on top, bottom and everyplace in between. Running the gamut from sweet
to scintillating to downright raw, they cover just about every conceivable sexual scenario.
Here, we have a spanking tour de force for any curiosity, appetite, and sexual preference. And to that end, Rachel Kramer Bussel offers Bottoms Up, another delicious collection of stories that celebrates the pleasures of an inviting bum turned rosy red by hand, crop, whip,
or paddle. Whether written from the perspective of the spanker or the spankee, those who crave discipline or those discovering for the first time how good being bad can feel, each vivid tale trembles with erotic pleasure. Bottoms Up is essential reading for those with
endless capacities to have their bare bottoms soundly smacked, those who revel in delivering the deliciously ecstatic pain to a lover, or those who simply believe in turning the other cheek — over and over and over again.
Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 3 delivers the kind of sexy stories you want most: daring, bold, and surprising tales of women who pursue their boundless passions anywhere and everywhere. Edited by Rachel Kramer Bussel, winner of multiple Independent Publishing
Book Awards, these scintillating scenarios turn the tables on how women are "supposed" to behave. Instead, these uninhibited vixens indulge in their favorite fetishes, do deliciously intimate "Body Shots," and get tied up with "Red Satin Ribbons." They pose nude, dress up,
and roleplay, always obeying their most exhilarating impulses. These lusty ladies take your most cherished, private fantasies—from making a sex tape, to taking part in a thrilling threesome, to having a stud delivered to your door hot and ready—and make them come alive.
Written by beloved authors Abigail Barnette, Annabel Joseph, and Charlotte Stein along with several genre newcomers, these are erotic encounters you'll want to savor again and again and again...
Erotic Encounters
Cocktales
Easyread Edition
Best Women's Erotica 2011
Volume Three
Sizzling sexy short stories Sex in the tropical palm house transports her to an erotic paradise … Their new sex toy lets her dominate her husband in all the best ways … When the cinema lights go down, that’s when the naughty fun begins … These are just some of the tales of lust and desire from the best names in erotic fiction, including Kay Jaybee,
Charlotte Stein, and Sommer Marsden
Ahead of the Curve by Charlotte Stein When Judy Myers is offered a relaxing vacation to get away from her latest heartbreak, she can’t say no. A cruise on her brother’s yacht sounds like heaven...until she realises her brother’s best friend has been invited along for the ride. Steven Stark is big, he’s loud, and he’s obviously not interested in the plump,
plain little sister he used to tease unmercifully. In fact, he’s still quite happy to tease her – until she turns the tables on him. Now Steven can’t seem to keep his thoughts, or his hands, to himself. And worse, Judy’s not sure she can resist the attraction she’s kept buried for so many years. Being trapped on a boat isn’t the best place to be, when you’re
suddenly thrown a hunky curveball. It Takes a Thief by Maxine Marsh Robin is a feisty retired car thief who now makes a legitimate living recovering stolen luxury vehicles. She’s looking to impress her newest client, a very wealthy and very powerful Miami executive, until she realises that the man who stole his car is her ex-flame and partner in crime,
Jessie. Jessie’s the best in the business, and has been holding a grudge ever since she left him a year ago when he wouldn’t agree to go straight. Even while dealing with unresolved feelings and an attraction that burns hotter than oil, Robin is determined to track down the car that’s come in between her and her old lover, and to prove once and for all that
she’s the better thief. Digging Deep by Kay Jaybee As site supervisor on an archaeological dig, in the grounds of the Ancient Roman city of Lepti Minus in Tunisia, Dr Beth Andrew’s hands are well and truly full. Her first foreign excavation, which she co-runs with the American archaeologist Dr Harrison Harris, gets off to a shaky start due to the jealous
interference of Harris’s ex, and an overzealous student... Love and lust really can cloud even the cleverest person’s judgement!
Readers and critics everywhere have applauded the Best Women’s Erotica series. With stories that have raised the bar for women’s erotic writing, this series tells the truth about women’s sexuality in all its variety and emotional depth. Now readers can experience the hottest of the hot, the best of Best Women’s Erotica of the past six years, since the
series began in 2000. This fearless collection covers a thrilling range of women’s sexual desires and exploits — straight, lesbian, bisexual, rough, delicate, dangerous, imaginative — by writers as accomplished as Isabel Allende, Carol Queen, Maryanne Mohanraj, Hanne Blank, Alison Tyler, and Helena Settimana.
Winner of the Lambda Literary Award for Erotica in 2003 and 2004, Cleis’ Best Lesbian Erotica series is the gold standard for erotic lesbian fiction, and this year's collection is no exception. Best Lesbian Erotica 2009 journeys into the world of hot women-on-women action with edgy, unusual stories that push lesbian lust and desire to new heights. Edited
by best-selling author Tristan Taormino and selected and introduced by the noted author, playwright, and poet Joan Larkin, this latest edition of America’s most popular lesbian erotica series is smart, sensual, inventive, and breathtaking. From threesomes to gender-bending to shedding one's wholesome image to indulge in more visceral pursuits, the
women in these stories reveal all their pleasures in memorable tales that are both sexy and lyrical.
Best Lesbian Erotica 2009
In Bed With
Explicit Erotica For Women
Best Women's Erotica 2010
Erotic Dream Girls
Love and lust run wild in the boldest edition of Violet Blue's bestselling women's erotica series. Here women of every sexual persuasion tease, romance, dominate, and deflower their partners in steamy encounters ranging from sweaty trysts to loving experimentation by long-time partners. ''Fly'' updates a classic when a suddenly sexual Tiger Lily decides to take on both Peter and Wendy. In
''Cardio,'' a hunky dance teacher shows Christina how to shake more than her hips. ''The Girl Next Door'' bends the boy next door over the bathtub, with delightful results. Whether set in an Amsterdam shop window or a Victorian mansion, these 21 tales by top erotica writers let you savor the variety of women's sexual desires from the sweet to the shocking.
Having turned phone sex into the subject of an astonishing national bestseller in Vox, Baker now outdoes himself with an outrageously arousing, acrobatically stylish "X-rated sci-fi fantasy that leaves Vox seeming more like mere fiber-optic foreplay" (Seattle Times). "Sparkling."--San Francisco Chronicle.
Violet Blue is simply the best in the business when it comes to erotica for couples. She edits with both a sharp eye and a knack for what lovers are looking for - sweet and surprising scenarios. In Sweet Confessions, the lust-inciting fantasies include spanking, exhibitionism, role-playing, three-ways, and sexy adventures that will inspire real couples to reach new heights of passion. In Violet Blue's
own words, "The stories I've chosen are explicit, well thought-out, cleverly crafted, and arousing as hell. Trust me. I tried it at home."
Lovingly handpicked by Violet Blue, these stories are erotic gems, polished to perfection by an expert in erotica. The Best of Women's Erotica 2 is wildly sexy, super smart, and, highly readable. What makes an erotic story "best?" It has that something extra, and a good plot and characters that truly interest you and commands your interest during their trysts, triumphs, and erotic adventures. In the
editor's own words, " The result of taking all five years' final selections, over one hundred stories, and choosing the very best--the ones I couldn't ever get out of my head, the ones that turned me (and others) on almost dangerously fast, like a match to gasoline--was worth the wait." Steamy encounters include Adrie Santos' nervy, cautious "Paid for the Pleasure," which scratches more than one itch
as a girl decides to let a man pay her--to receive oral sex. And, just when you think you have gender play all wrapped up in a nice and tidy bow, Lee Cairney's "Cruising" takes you trolling with a lesbian late at night in a park where she doesn't belong. What happens to her anonymously in public is as surprising as it is incendiary. Meanwhile, across town, Scarlett French is looking out her "Rear
Window," watching her male neighbor and his trick provide full, explicit service for her to enjoy. These are just a few of the carnal classics in this best and boldest of all women's erotica.
The World According to Garp
The Best of Sommer Marsden
One Night Only
Best Women's Erotica 2015
Sweet Confessions

Hidden behind the Fables Hotel's respectable facade, five specially adapted rooms wait; ready to cater for the kinky requirements of its guests. When Mrs Peters, the mistress of the hotel's exclusive entertainment facility, meets the new booking clerk, Jess Sanders, she
instantly recognises the young woman's potential as a deliciously meek addition to her specialist staff. All it will take is a little education. Under the tutelage of the dominatrix, Miss Sarah, Jess learns to cope with her unexpected training schedule, the increasingly
erotic chill she experiences each time she survives a new level of correction, and a truly sexy exercise routine. Temporarily distracted from her intimidating rule over Fable's top floor by an enigmatic artist, Mrs Peters begins to plan how she can secure his obedient
assistance, in grooming Jess into the perfect submissive...
Who can live without lust? All day and night, our minds run through delicious possibilities - a silky hand beckoning us into the VIP lounge; a stranger in the backseat; the hunky FedEx driver bringing his package to the door - not to mention our own lascivious memories.
Lust is a collection of erotica by and for women, a fierce and joyous celebr...
A collection of over twenty seriously sexy stories.
This is the erotica anthology series that truly delivers. Best Womens Erotica 2012 is packed with risky, romantic thrills and erotic adventure - both inside the bedroom and out. Five-star editor Violet Blue delivers exactly what readers want - fantasy-fuelled, pulse-racing
reads that push boundaries and are `let's try this at home' aspirational. Sexy, smart and literate, Best Women's Erotica 2012 presents the year's hottest bedside reading.
Spanking Good Stories
The Fermata
Girls On Top
Lesbian BDSM Erotica
Best Women's Erotica of the Year
A journey into the world of lesbian sex with uncommon, edgy stories that push lesbian lust and desire to new heights? It could only be Best Lesbian Erotica 2010, the latest and boldest edition of the bestselling lesbian erotica series. From gender-bending to shedding one's wholesome image, the women in these stories
reveal all their pleasures in this collection of sexy and lyrical fiction.
Some temptations are just too tantalizing to ignore- the hot guy at the Apple Genius Bar, the mysterious stranger in the train station who makes you sweat, the nameless faceless stranger at the club whose dirty dancing left you breathless. From quickies, to lost weekends, to three-ways and nights that you'll want to
last forever, One Night Only is a collection of delightfully dirty bon mots edited by the one and only Violet Blue. Always surprising, sometimes sweetly romantic, and more than a little shocking, these stories of sudden sex are designed to get your juices flowing and inspire your OWN tale of one night of love, lust,
and fantasy! One of the most seductive set of stories ever put to print!
If you’re looking for your next sexy read, Best Women’s Erotica of the Year, Volume 6 is sure to heat things up. These twenty adventure-themed stories will take you around the globe as you meet characters eager to indulge their sensual sides. From competing on a reality show and getting “Inked on My Skin” by an
extremely sexy tattoo artist to exploring a “Cabinet of Curiosities,” these characters say "yes" to their most daring desires. Whether a single mom having a hot vacation fling, a vegetarian lusting after a hunky butcher, a couple visiting a kinky escape room, or a divorcee hitting up a motorcycle club and going on
an “Easy Ride,” these erotic tales bare all. Women who’ve been told they’re “too much,” by an ex or the world, discover the joy of asking for more and more and more—and getting it. Enjoy women’s sexual fantasies come to life, from fetishes to kinks to a very arousing way to use an instruction manual. With stories by
popular erotic romance authors Shelly Bell, Zoey Castile, Jeanette Grey, Mia Hopkins, Katrina Jackson, Elizabeth SaFleur, Naima Simone, Olivia Waite, and Elia Winters, and newcomers to the genre, the latest volume of pansexual sex tales in this bestselling series will make your heart race with excitement.
From the erotica anthology series that truly delivers, Best Women's Erotica 2009 is packed with risky, romantic thrills and erotic adventure - both inside the bedroom and out. The stories contained within the anthology are yet to be announced - Violet Blue is sifting through the year's best stories to find the best
of the best - but the results of her search are bound to be explosive. Violet Blue is a sex columnist, author and editor of erotic fiction, as well as being the creator of popular podcast Open Source Sex.
Best Lesbian Erotica 2011
Easyread Large Bold Edition
Say Please
Sweet Life
Best Women's Erotica 2009

Sexy Little Numbers is the best erotica stories written by women writers from around the world. A choice cut of all new and original fiction and the latest addition to Black Lace's immensely popular series of erotica collections. These stories are fun, irreverent and
deliciously decadent. Sexy Little Numbers combines humour and attitude with wildly imaginative stories. 21 stories from the established and new names in female sexual fantasy, including Kristina Lloyd, Portia Da Costa, Janine Ashbless, Carrie Williams, Rachel Kramer
Bussel, Madelynne Ellis, Justine Elyot and Charlotte Stein.
A collection of four gay, erotic novellas by Sommer Marsden. Life is full of hard lessons. From finding out who you really are under an endless Montana sky to meeting the fascinating stranger when your life has taken an unexpected turn in the responsibility department.
Then there's the workman you'd do just about anything to see again and the boss you can't help falling for, even though he's taken more wrong turns than you can count. Want, need, craving, playboys and personal assistants--the men of Hard Lessons know what it's like to
find a guy that makes your heart beat faster. Life is full of hard lessons--Forgiveness, redemption, love, lust, pain, sex and discovery. The key is finding someone to learn with. Contents: Blank: cowboy Kyle tries to erase his past one pretty boy at a time under a wide
Montana sky. Unexpected: a sudden stint as a single dad pushes Charlie to his emotional limits. Report for Repair: a very hot Sunshine Gas and Electric man makes Chance work for it. Ferryman: Charon's only job is to make another man happy even if the demands of his rock
star boss twist his heart.
Lesbian sex as you have never read it before - risky, exciting, real
A stylistic feast of American sexiness by photographer Holly Randall, daughter of the living legend and world-renowned erotic photographer Suze Randall. Erotic Dream Girls showcases exquisite pictures of some of the most beautiful girls on the planet. What readers get is
beautiful, intimate, tasteful, aesthetic - and always sexy. AVAILABLE FROM OCTOBER 2009
The Ultimate Guide to Anal Sex for Women
69 Sexy Stories
Best Womens Erotica 2009

Erotic Fantasies for Women
The stories in this reissued version of Cara Bruceʼs popular anthology explore the irresistible lure of the sexual fetish, from leather and lingerie to shoes and shaving accessories. Nearly two dozen of todayʼs top erotica authors feature characters getting in and out of corsets and girdles, cross-dressing, giving or enduring spankings, playing with knives and rubber balls,
and engaging in a host of other taboo yet tantalizing activities. Authors include Susie Bright, Alison Tyler, Marcy Sheiner, Thomas Roche, Greg Wharton, Rachel Resnick, and others.
Best Womenʼs Erotica 2009 is erotica by women, for women ̶ contemporary, realistic, and explicit. Editor and best-selling author Violet Blue knows what women are looking for in an erotic anthology, and she delivers it here, with an amorous abundance of risky, romantic, heart-pounding thrills. Joyful, daring, and authentic, these steamy stories revel in erotic adventure,
from the sparks between strangers to the knowing caresses of long-time lovers. Filled with strong characters and clever narratives that show how sexual experience is different for every woman, this seductive anthology is a glorious celebration of the finest and friskiest female erotic fiction today.
Described by Salon as 'the bible of female anal sex,' The Ultimate Guide to Anal Sex for Women is a comprehensive and creative guide to anal pleasure. Tristan Taormino offers the kind of informed reassurance that can encourage even an absolute beginner to explore this nerve-rich part of the body, either alone or with a partner of any gender. Beginning by dispelling
common myths about anal eroticism, Taormino goes on to illustrate anatomy, give tips on building trust and communicating desires, providing reliable, easy-to-understand information.
Best Women's Erotica 2009ReadHowYouWant.com
Women's Erotic Fantasies
A Novel
Best Lesbian Erotica 2010
Erotic Fantasies for Couples
The Secret Library
What happens when you bring together 69 authors sharing their hottest orgasm stories? If you have top notch erotica editor Rachel Kramer Bussel, you get The Big Book of Orgasms! This climactic collection captures top erotica writers serving up steamy scenarios all focused on The Big O. Whether getting off from exhibitionism, voyeurism, or a very special pair of blue jeans, the characters in The Big Book of Orgasms explore all sorts of ways
they can come. Go "Under the Table" with Elizabeth Coldwell and cheer for "The Pink Team" by Kelly Rand. Discover the thrill of hot wax and even hotter sex; these short stories bring the heat on every page! With a foreword by Ecstasy is Necessary author Barbara Carrellas, these are climaxes you'll want to relive again and again. Dr. Ruth once said about Rachel Kramer Bussel, "she is only satisfied if you come and come again." With this
rousing read, The Big Book of Orgasms counts all the wonderful ways women get off. Inspirational as well as aspirational, this book celebrates women's sexuality by reaching new heights of excellence. Each of the 69 stories about "the big O" is a peak experience in and of itself.
Now available as an ebook for the first time ever in America, the bestselling coming-of-age classic novel by John Irving—the 40th anniversary edition with a new introduction by the author. “He is more than popular. He is a Populist, determined to keep alive the Dickensian tradition that revels in colorful set pieces...and teaches moral lessons.”—The New York Times The opening sentence of John Irving’s breakout novel The World According to
Garp signals the start of sexual violence, which becomes increasingly political. “Garp’s mother, Jenny Fields, was arrested in Boston in 1942 for wounding a man in a movie theater.” Jenny is an unmarried nurse; she becomes a single mom and a feminist leader, beloved but polarizing. Her son, Garp, is less beloved, but no less polarizing. From the tragicomic tone of its first sentence to its mordantly funny last line—“we are all terminal cases”—The
World According to Garp maintains a breakneck pace. The subject of sexual hatred—of intolerance of sexual minorities and differences—runs the gamut of “lunacy and sorrow.” Winner of the National Book Award, Garp is a comedy with forebodings of doom. In more than thirty languages, in more than forty countries—with more than ten million copies in print—Garp is the precursor of John Irving’s later protest novels.
This is the erotica anthology series that truly delivers. Best Women's Erotica 2010 is packed with risky, romantic thrills and erotic adventure - both inside the bedroom and out. The exact stories contained within the anthology are yet to be announced - Violet Blue is sifting through the year's best stories to find the best of the best - but the results of her search are bound to be explosive.
Sinclair Sexsmith presents a cornucopia of lesbian kink ? tantalizing tales rich in variety and saucy details of girls put in their place ? and held there firmly. A girly-girl reaps a sweet punishment for refusing to mess up her oh-so-pink lipstick and a well-equipped top takes charge. Whether readers dream of surrendering to a lover or of taking control, Say Please offers plenty of erotic inspiration and gives readers exactly what they want! In "The
Cruelest Kind," Kiki Delovely's naughty narrator gets her just desserts from her butch girlfriend with some fierce back alley bondage while D.L. King's domme makes her submissive strip before un unseen audience, binds her to a bench, and gives her a good strapping in "A Public Spectacle." Anna Watson' bored housewife gets more than she bargains for in "The Keys" when she follows a lesbian animal trainer out to a queer bar and anything
goes in Xan West's sexy "Strong" when a transgender butch and genderqueer sub engage in some very tough love.
Sexy Little Numbers
Easyread Comfort Edition
Hard Lessons
Ahead of the Curve
The Perfect Submissive

From the publisher of 'Best Women's Erotica', stories of sexual fantasy to put the sizzle back into the marriage bed. Couples everywhere look for inspiration to keep their sex lives hot. The sales of books aimed at heterosexual couples prove how determined readers are to
hold onto that erotic spark. But most of those books are boringly tame and disappointing in their predictability. Blue corrects that trend, showcasing imaginative, sophisticated stories to arouse and renew readers' sexual explorations with 25 erotic tales of explicit
fantasies.
Women and desire is the focus of this lust-filled literary exploration. Violet Blue has her finger on the pulse of sex and culture today and is an in-demand sexpert sought after by the likes of Dan Savage, Forbes Magazine, Oprah WInfrey and everyone in between. There is no
more in tune with what women want and, especially, what female readers want. Love, romance and risk run rampant in this volume, expertly curated by Violet Blue, and she leaves no holds barred in stories that will steam up your reading glasses. From first time encounters to
break-up sex, couples rekindling their spark and long-time partners engaging in game-changing experimentation, Best Women's Erotica 2015 guarantees the best erotica for women of the year (if not the decade.)
IN BED WITH – a collection of sexy bedtime stories by award-winning bestselling women novelists. To protect identities, each writer has adopted an x-rated pseudonym – the name of their first pet combined with that of their first street Who are Pom Pom Paradise, Minxy
Malone, Tutty Monmouth and Sunset Proudfoot? Can you work out who is who? And who wrote what? Read about lavish boudoirs, sleazy brothels, shady adulterers, sci-fi seducers, and more. This is a short-story collection where the blinds are down and the sex is hot.
Entertaining and unashamedly erotic, In Bed With is a delicious collection of fiction provocateur. What are you waiting for? Slip under the covers with this book. Satisfaction guaranteed. Jessica Adams Maggie Alderson Emma Darwin Louise Doughty Stella Duffy, Imogen EdwardsJones Esther Freud Joanne Harris Linda Jaivin Rachel Johnson Tobsha Learner Kathy Lette Emily Maguire Chris Manby Jane Moore Adele Parks Justine Picardie Bella Pollen Helen Razer Ali Smith Joan Smith Emma Tom Daisy Waugh Fay Weldon.
Sizzling sexy short stories Sex in the tropical palm house transports her to an erotic paradise ... Their new sex toy lets her dominate her husband in all the best ways ... When the cinema lights go down, that's when the naughty fun begins ... These are just some of the
tales of lust and desire from the best names in erotic fiction, including Kay Jaybee, Charlotte Stein, and Sommer Marsden
Bottoms Up
Best Women's Erotica from Black Lace
The Big Book of Orgasms
Best Fetish Erotica
Best of Best Women's Erotica 2
Captures the heart and soul of what’s happening behind the bedroom door, where lust, desire, gender, identity, sex work, and politics collide. The best sex journalism of the year in one unforgettable book. Do Jewish girls give better blowjobs? What does it mean to be a modern-day eunuch? Does abstinence-only sex education work? Would you want to work in the pink ghetto or
live in the glass closet? How “hung” are African-American men? What happens to a celebrity sex tape star in Iran? Best Sex Writing 2008 answers these questions (and raises many more) as it probes the inner lives of those on the front lines — political, personal, and cultural — of lust. From dangerous dildos to professional submissives, the erotic appeal of twins, sex work,
pornography and much more, these authors delve into the underbelly of eroticism. Probing stereotypes, truths, and the tricky areas in between, Best Sex Writing 2008 opens the bedroom door and explores the complexity of modern sexuality with thought-provoking, cutting-edge essays and articles.
Violet Blue is an editor very much in tune with her audience. She knows what readers want from an erotic anthology, and she knows how to deliver it. In her latest offering, she explores the theme of women on the verge of sexual awakening. From wild sexual adventures to pushing the limits to taking chances and having them pay off, the women in these very realistic, very
explicit, and very contemporary fantasies throw off their inhibitions, succumbing to sexual pleasure in all its myriad forms. Along the way, they also begin to learn a little bit about themselves and what their bodies are capable of in their never-ending search for carnal satisfaction. Featuring work from Saskia Walker, Angela Caperton, Tamara Rogers, Nan Andrews, Noel Burch
and others, these “girls on top” are breaking all the rules — and loving every minute of it.
Best Women's Erotica 2012
Lips Like Sugar
Lust
Best Sex Writing 2008
Best of Best Women's Erotica
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